ANNEX I
Instructions to Proposers
The General Conditions of Contracts can be accessed by the proposer by clicking or copying-andpasting the below link;
http://www.unwomen.org/-/media/commoncontent/procurement/un-women-procurement-rfpinstructions-en.pdf?la=en&vs=3939
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ANNEX II
Terms of Reference
I. Background:
UN Women, grounded in the vision of equality enshrined in the Charter of the United Nations,
works for the elimination of discrimination against women and girls; the empowerment of
women; and the achievement of equality between women and men as partners and beneficiaries
of development, human rights, humanitarian action and peace and security .Placing women's
rights at the centre of all its efforts, UN Women leads and coordinates United Nations system
efforts to ensure that commitments on gender equality and gender mainstreaming translate into
action throughout the world. It provides strong and coherent leadership in support of Member
States' priorities and efforts, building effective partnerships with civil society and other relevant
actors.
The Government of Albania has made national and international commitments to advancing
gender equality and the empowerment of women in many different areas of life. Several
international conventions and platforms, including the Convention on the Elimination of All
Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) and the UN Beijing Platform for Action,
demonstrate Albania’s commitment to the realization of women’s rights and the achievement of
gender equality.
Women’s participation in the social and economic development of Albania remains a challenge
not only for the Government, but also for women and society. Poverty in Albania increased in the
aftermath of the global financial crisis with the proportion of the population in poverty rising
from 12.4% in 2008 to 14.3% in 2012. Rural poverty increased from 14.6% in 2008 to 15.3% in
2012, while urban poverty increased from 10.1% to 13.6%. Opportunities for vulnerable women
to integrate in social and economic sphere are lacking, and require strong state support.
Issues related to social inclusion are closely related to Albania’s longer-term economic and social
development goals. National policies such as the National Social Protection Strategy, Social
Inclusion Policy Document and National Strategy for Gender Equality 2016-2020 reinforce
Government attention and priority on women’s and other vulnerable categories social and
economic integration. Social innovation through Social Enterprises development is at the heart
of such interventions. Preliminary assessments in Albania show that there are in-country
capacities that could establish up to 500 social enterprises, able to employ in particular, youth,
women and disadvantaged people. UN Women has supported Ministry of Health and Social
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Protection to create an enabling environment for the development of Social Enterprises as a
growing sector and agents for positive change defined by their social missions. Social and
economic reintegration of vulnerable categories, including women and girls is the final purpose.
The Government and institutional response to the implementation of such policies and promote
social reintegration continue to be weak. However, given the recent policy changes and legal
framework development on social enterprises, the Government should be closely supported to
advance social reintegration of vulnerable groups in general and women and girls in particular,
and promote social enterprises at a well-developed stage and operational environment.
The development of social enterprises is still at an early stage. The adoption of the law on social
enterprises in June 2016 marked a step forward on setting the legal arrangements and
mechanisms for the establishment and functioning of the social enterprises, which nowadays is
regulated by law. With adoption of the law, the Government aims at ensuring the social
protection and inclusion of the vulnerable groups through employment for the economic and
social integration of individuals facing difficulties for an active employment due to age, health of
family situation circumstances. Such arrangement provides opportunities for a comprehensive
social protection and inclusion through promoting gender equality and improving the economic
and social situation of the vulnerable groups in particular, but also of the country at large.
However, the lack of information, promotion, capacity strengthening programs and trainings still
remains a huge concern which this project aims to address in order to create a more enabling
environment for the development of social enterprises in Albania. Social enterprises and their
activity are very little known to institutions of central and local government, to other social actors
and to community in general. For this reason, promoting social enterprise activity and increasing
knowledge of state institutions, business, civil society and community as well as developing
programs to strengthen the capacity of Social Enterprises is of high importance.
In the framework of the ‘Leave No One Behind” (LNB) Project, a UN Joint Programme funded by
the Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation and implemented by four UN Agencies
UNDP, UNFPA, UNICEF, and UN WOMEN, in partnership with the Albanian Government, UN
Women will closely work with Ministry of Health and Social Protection on advancing social reintegration of vulnerable women and girls, and promotion of social enterprises at a welldeveloped stage and operational environment.

The main goal of this assignment is to support the Ministry of Health and
Social Protection to inform and promote social enterprises at the local level
in 3 target municipalities: Tirana, Shkodra, Korca.
The end goal is to advance social and economic reintegration of
disadvantaged individuals, especially women who are the main
beneficiaries of social care programme, in line with the National Strategy
on Social Protection, national policy on social inclusion and recent approved
law on social enterprises.
Objective
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The Contractor is expected to deliver the below Outputs:

Deliverables

 Plan and methodology developed to support capacities of MoHSP
for the wide information and promotion of social enterprises in 3
target municipalities: Tirana, Shkodra, Korca ;
 A communication plan specific to the project’s visibility conducted
(including PR activities; social network engagement;
documentation of activities through pictures, media articles and
participation in media outlets; coverage of activities by media
partners)
 User-friendly manuals developed, produced and distributed on
social enterprise start-up practices, registration criteria and related
scoring, existing practices in the country and abroad.
 3 public awareness raising activities organized in three target
municipalities to address social re-integration, social inclusion and
gender equality through the promotion of social enterprises.
 Information Brochures and PR materials printed and distributed to
stakeholders (the contractor will replicate and use some of the
related materials already produced by UN Women on Social
Enterprises);
 A final report on the activities conducted including:
 Recommendations for MoHSP on approaches to be applied
for dissemination of information and know how on social
enterprises and Recommendations for local government
units on how to best engage and inform CSOs and key local
stakeholders on social enterprises;
 Monitoring level of engagement of key stakeholders; CSOs,
municipal staff, in the project activities in the three target
municipalities;
 A minimum of three (3) success stories of beneficiaries of
the social enterprises promotion as a result of intervention
conducted either through capacity building or awareness
raising.
Note:
 All preliminary documents such as the intermediary report and report
structure together with media information must be initially approved by
UN Women
 All final deliverables will be submitted in English and Albanian
 The contractor will closely coordinate with UN Women and its
International Consultant to support organization of follow up trainings
and ensure participation of the same target groups in the trainings to be
organized by UN Women
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Activities/Tasks
and
Responsibilities













Desk work and consultation meetings (including mission trips to three
target municipalities) for the preparation of work plan and methodology
in close coordination with MoHSP, UN Women and designated staff
from the three target municipalities;
Design, validate and distribute a user-friendly manual on social
enterprise start-up required practices, registration criteria and related
scoring, existing practices in the country and abroad.
Conceptualize and implement 3 public awareness raising activities in
three target municipalities to address social re-integration, social
inclusion and gender equality through the promotion of social
enterprises.
Design and implement a communication plan specific to the project’s
visibility (including PR activities; social network engagement;
documentation of activities through pictures, media articles and
participation in media outlets; coverage of activities by media partners)
Preparation (Design and Printing) of Brochures on Social enterprises;
The promotion materials to be designed and approved in coordination
with UN Women should be distributed during the awareness raising
activities organized in the above-mentioned municipalities;
Coordinate with UN Women International Consultant who will conduct
3- two day- trainings sessions in the target municipalities on social
enterprises. The costs of the trainings will be covered by UN Women.
The organization is expected to contribute to the identification of
participants for the trainings and ensure their participation; (staff time
should be costed only)
Prepare a final report (in English and Albanian) on the activities
conducted including:
 Recommendations;
 Monitoring impact of engagement and activities on three target
municipalities;
 A minimum of three (3) success stories – beneficiaries of the social
enterprises promotion as a result of intervention conducted either
through capacity building or awareness raising.
 All supporting, and PR materials produced during the duration of
the intervention.
 Media monitoring report on all activities covered by the media.

Eligibility
UN Women invites experienced legally registered entities (herewith
referred as Contractor) to submit their Project Proposals with a detailed
work plan that includes timeline and a proposed outline and methodology
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for conducting the assignment (to be consulted with and approved by UN
Women);
The contractor engaged to undertake the assignment must fulfil the
following requirements;
 Must be a legally registered entity;
 Applying entity must not be politically affiliated;
 Registered for profit or not-for-profit entities are eligible to submit
proposals;

Qualification of
eligible entities
and personnel

The Contractor relevant experience;
 Previous experience in conducting trainings, campaigns and social
mobilization at the local and national level in the area of social
inclusion, gender equality and women’s rights;
 Strong links to the network of public and civic stakeholders
operating at the national and local levels;
Required technical skills for leading and partner organizations;
 Ability to analyse, review and explain to different audiences relevant
legal documents, including national laws and policies/programmes,
reports about government services, infrastructure, institutional
mechanisms and relevant information particularly on social rights
issues, women’s rights, and social enterprises;
 Ability to develop and lead campaigns targeting municipal
professionals, social planning specialists, NGO professionals and
develop manuals and guidelines thus ensuring social enterprise
start-up are dully promoted and established with support of the
state and non-state agencies;
 Ability to provide information and know how services for NGOs
aiming to register as social enterprises;
 Ability to conduct public advocacy campaigns and social
mobilisation on social enterprises and social inclusion.
Subject Knowledge for leading and partner organizations;




Knowledge of social justice, legal and institutional framework in
Albania specifically on social enterprises; social re-integration
mechanisms is preferable;
Demonstrated experience in working with government institutions
at the central and local level;
At least 5 years’ experience and expertise in conducting awareness
raising campaigns and advocacy activities targeting human rights
and women’s rights;
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Demonstrated experience in provision of information sessions and
consultations for public institutions, social development partners,
law professionals on human rights, gender equality and nondiscrimination;
Track record with provision of information services to vulnerable
women;
Experiences with Adult learning cycle and participatory methods.

Minimum qualifications of the team leader;









Advanced degree in law, sociology, gender studies, political
sciences, human rights, development studies, and/or other related
areas relevant for the assignment;
Minimum of 5 years, experience and strong background in
developing adult learning cycle and participatory methods,
provision of trainings and awareness raising activities on issues
related to social protection, social inclusion and promotion of
employment, social enterprises;
Previous experience with social and economic empowerment of
vulnerable groups including vulnerable categories of women;
Knowledge on social enterprise law and related practices in Albania;
Minimum of 3 years of work experience with the organization/entity
submitting the offer;
Language proficiency in both written and oral English and Albanian.

Minimum qualifications of the team key personnel;
1. SUGGESTED EXPERTISE: PR and Communication expert
 Advanced degree in communication, journalism, human rights,
gender/women’s studies, international development or a related
field;
 A minimum of 5 years of relevant work experience in media and
public relations.
 Familiarity with gender issues and challenges or previous experience
in these areas.
 Working knowledge of both English and Albanian.

The duration of this assignment will be 16 (sixteen) weeks with the
estimated deadlines for the expected deliverables as below;
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Deliverables and key activities


Timeframe
linked
to
deliverables

Indicative
Timeline
Plan and methodology developed to support End of Week 2
capacities of MoHSP for the wide information and
promotion of social enterprises in 3 target
municipalities: Tirana, Shkodra, Korca;



A communication plan specific to the project’s
visibility
 User-friendly manuals developed, produced and
distributed on social enterprise start-up practices,
registration criteria and related scoring, existing
practices in the country and abroad.
 Information Brochures and PR materials printed
and distributed to stakeholders. (the contractor will
replicate and use some of the already produced
related materials by Un Women on Social
Enterprise)
3 wide awareness raising activities organized in three
target municipalities to address social re-integration,
social inclusion and gender equality through the
promotion of social enterprises.
A final report on the activities conducted ¸accompanied
by regular update reports throughout the duration of
the assignment.

End of Week 4
End of Week 8

End of Week 15

End of Week 16

Periodic reports (monthly) will be submitted to UN
Women, with a narrative explanation of activities
conducted, results and related produced deliverables.
The payments shall be done in instalments as per price schedule, in line
with expected deliverables as per ToRs in Annex II and after the
submission and acceptance of invoices by UN Women.
Communication
and reporting
obligations

The Contractor will be responsible for providing regular reports UN Women
on progress of the assignment and consult any changes that may occur, to
adjust the agreed work plan.
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ANNEX III
EVALUATION METHODOLOGY AND CRITERIA
1. Preliminary Evaluation
The preliminary evaluation is done to determine whether the offers meet the administrative
requirements of the RFP.
 The proposals are checked for compliance of the following requirements.
 Submitting companies are not included among United Nations suspended companies;
 Offers are signed by an authorized party, including Power of Attorney if stipulated;
 Bid security (format, amount and duration) are included, if requested;
 The offer is valid;
 The offer is complete and eligible.
2. Cumulative Analysis Methodology: A proposal is selected on the basis of cumulative analysis;
the total score is obtained by combining weighted technical and financial attributes.
A two-stage procedure will be utilized in evaluating the proposals; the technical proposal will be
evaluated with a minimum pass requirement of [70%] of the obtainable [700] points assigned for
technical proposal. A proposal shall be rejected at this stage if it fails to achieve the minimum
technical threshold of [70%] of the obtainable score of [490] points prior to any price proposal
being opened and compared. The financial proposal will be opened only for those entities whose
technical proposal achieved the minimum technical threshold of [70%] of the obtainable score of
[490] points and are determined to be compliant. Non-compliant proposals will not be eligible
for further consideration.
The total number of points (“maximum number of points”) which a firm/institution may obtain
for its proposal is as follows:
Technical proposal: [700 points]
Financial proposal: [300 points]
Total number of points: [1000 points]
Evaluation of financial proposal:
In this methodology, the maximum number of points assigned to the financial proposal is
allocated to the lowest price proposal. All other price proposals receive points in inverse
proportion.
A formula is as follows:
p = y (μ/z)
Where:
p = points for the financial proposal being evaluated
y = maximum number of points for the financial proposal
μ = price of the lowest priced proposal
z = price of the proposal being evaluated
The contract shall be awarded to the proposal obtaining the overall highest score after adding
the score of the technical proposal and the financial proposal.
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Evaluation of technical proposal:
The technical proposal is evaluated and examined to determine its responsiveness and
compliancy with the requirements specified in this solicitation documents. The quality of each
technical proposal will be evaluated in accordance with the following technical evaluation criteria
and the associated weighting (total possible value of [700] points):
1. Expertise and Capability of Proposer
Expertise of organization/entity submitting proposal
1.1
Organizational architecture
Adverse judgments or awards:
 The proposer is in sound financial condition based on the financial
documentation and information furnished in their proposal which
should not show any financial concerns, such as negative net worth,
bankruptcy proceedings, insolvency, receivership, major litigation,
1.2
liens, judgments or bad credit or payment history.
 The proposer has not declared bankruptcy, are not involved in
bankruptcy or receivership proceedings, and there is no judgment or
pending legal action against them that could impair their operations
in the foreseeable future.
General Organizational Capability which is likely to affect implementation
1.3
(i.e. strength of project management support e.g. project financing
capacity and project management controls)
Demonstrated knowledge and experience:
The Contractor relevant experience;
 Previous experience in conducting trainings, campaigns and social
mobilization at the local and national level in the area of gender
equality women’s rights;
 Strong links to the network of public and civic stakeholders
operating at the national and local levels;
 Applying entity with previous experience in issues related to
gender equality will be considered an asset.

Points
obtainable
10

1.4

60

Required technical skills for leading and partner organizations;
 Ability to analyse, review and explain to different audiences
relevant legal documents, including national laws and
policies/programmes, reports about government services,
infrastructure, institutional mechanisms and relevant information
particularly on social rights issues, women’s rights, and social
enterprises;
 Ability to develop and lead campaigns targeting municipal
professionals, social planning specialists, NGO professionals and
develop manuals and guidelines thus ensuring social enterprise

20

10
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start-up are dully promoted and established with support of the
state and non-state agencies;
Ability to provide information and know how services for NGOs
aiming to register as social enterprises;
Ability to conduct public advocacy campaigns and social
mobilisation on social enterprises and social inclusion.

Subject Knowledge for leading and partner organizations;
 Knowledge of social justice, legal and institutional framework in
Albania specifically on social enterprises; social re-integration
mechanisms is preferable;
 Demonstrated experience in working with government institutions
at the central and local level;
 At least 5 years’ experience and expertise in conducting awareness
raising campaigns and advocacy activities targeting human rights
and women’s rights;
 Demonstrated experience in provision of information sessions and
consultations for public institutions, social development partners,
law professionals on human rights, gender equality and nondiscrimination;
 Track record with provision of information services to vulnerable
women;
 Experiences with Adult learning cycle and participatory methods.

TOTAL POINTS OBTAINABLE
2. Proposed Work Plan and Approach
Proposed methodology
Project Implementation Methodology for all Activities/Tasks under ToRs 2.1
including Proposer’s understanding of UN Women’s work, adherence to
procurement principles and TOR.
2.2
Management Services – Timeline and deliverables.
Are the different objectives of the project adequately weighted relative to
2.3
one another?
Is the proposal based on a thorough analysis and information for the
2.4
qualitative delivery?
Is the presentation clear and are the sequence of activities and the
2.5
planning logical, realistic and promise efficient implementation?
TOTAL POINTS OBTAINABLE

100
Points
obtainable
110
60
50
50
70
340
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3.
3.1
3.1.1

3.1.2

3.1.3

Resource Plan, Key Personnel
Qualification and competencies of proposed personnel
Project Manager/Team Leader

Points
obtainable
Max 140

Advanced degree in law, sociology, gender studies, political sciences,
human rights, development studies, and/or other related areas relevant 35
for the assignment;
Minimum of 5 years, experience and strong background in developing
adult learning cycle and participatory methods, provision of trainings
40
and awareness raising activities on issues related to social protection,
social inclusion and promotion of employment, social enterprises;
Previous experience with social and economic empowerment of
30
vulnerable groups including vulnerable categories of women; ;

3.1.4

Knowledge on social enterprise law and related practices in Albania;

25

3.1.5

Minimum of 3 years of work experience with the organization/entity
5
submitting the offer;

3.1.6

Language proficiency in both written and oral English and Albanian.

5

3.2

SUGGESTED EXPERTISE: PR and Communication expert

Max 120

3.4.1

Advanced degree in communication, journalism, human rights,
gender/women’s studies, international development or a related field; 35

3.4.2

A minimum of 5 years of relevant work experience in media and public
45
relations.

3.4.3

Familiarity with gender issues and challenges or previous experience in
25
these areas.

3.4.54

Working knowledge of both English and Albanian.

15

TOTAL POINTS OBTAINABLE
260
TOTAL TECHNICAL POINTS OBTAINABLE
700
[70%] of [700] pts = [490] pts needed to pass technical
A proposal shall be rejected at this stage if it fails to achieve the minimum technical threshold of
[70%] of the obtainable score of [700] points for the technical proposal.
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ANNEX IV
FORMAT OF TECHNICAL PROPOSAL
Technical Proposals not submitted in this format may be rejected.
Financial Proposals must be submitted in a separate envelope or attached in a separate e-mail
to a different e-mail address where electronic submission is required.
Proposer is requested to include a [half] page value statement indicating why they are most
suitable to carry out the assignment.
Name of Proposing Organization:
Country of Registration:
Type of Legal entity:
Name of Contact Person for this
Proposal:
Address:
Phone:
E-mail:
Section 1.0: Expertise and Capability of Proposer
1.1 Organizational Architecture
 Background: Provide a brief description of the organization submitting the proposal,
including if relevant the year and country of incorporation, types of activities undertaken,
and approximate annual revenue.
 Financial capacity: The Proposer shall demonstrate its financial capacity and reliability with
regard to the requirements of the Terms of Reference, which can be established by
supporting documentation including for example the most recent Audited Financial
Statements duly certified by a public accountant.
[Request for financial capacity of intuition should depend on the nature/complexity of the work,
as defined in the TOR]
1.2 Adverse judgments or awards
 Include reference to any adverse judgment or award.
1.3 General Organizational Capability
 Outline General Organizational Capability which is likely to affect performance (i.e. size of
the organization, strength of project management support e.g. project management
controls, global networking, financial stability).
 Include a description of past and present experience and relationships that have a direct
relationship to the performance of the TOR. Include relevant collaborative efforts the
organization may have participated in.
 Explain any partnerships with local or other organizations relevant to the performance of
the TOR. Special attention should be given to providing a clear picture of roles,
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responsibilities, reporting lines and accountability. Letters of commitment from partners
and an indication of whether some or all have worked together previously.
1.4 Subcontracting
 Explain whether any work would be subcontracted, to whom, how much percentage of the
work, the rationale for such, and the roles of the proposed sub-contractors. Special
attention should be given to providing a clear picture of the role of roles, responsibilities,
reporting lines and accountability.
1.5 Quality assurance procedures, risk and mitigation measures
 Describe the potential risks for the performance of the TOR that may impact achievement
and timely completion of expected results as well as their quality. Describe measures that
will be put in place to mitigate these risks. Provide certificate (s) for accreditation of
processes, policy e.g. ISO etc.
1.6 Relevance of Specialized Knowledge and Experience on Similar Projects
 Detail any specialized knowledge that may be applied to performance of the TOR. Include
experiences in the region.
 Describe the experience of the organization performing similar goods/services/works.
Submissions of copies of related materials and products is an advantage. Experience with
other UN organizations/ major multilateral / or bilateral programmes is highly desirable.
 Provide at least 3 references
Project
Client
Contract
Period
Role in relation to the Reference
Value
of
undertaken
to Contact
perform goods/services/works
Details
ance
(Name,
(from/to
Phone, Email)
)
123Section 2.0: Proposed Work Plan and Approach
2.1 Analysis approach, methodology
 Provide a description of the organization’s approach, methodology, and timeline for how
the organization will achieve the TOR.
 Explain the organization’s understanding of UN Women’s needs for the
goods/services/works.
 Identify any gaps/overlaps in UN Women’s coverage based on the information provided.
 Describe how your organization will adhere to UN Women’s procurement principles in
acquiring services on behalf of UN Women. UN Women’s general procurement principles:
a) Best Value for money
b) Fairness, integrity and transparency
c) Effective competition
d) The best interests of UN Women
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2.2 Management - timeline, deliverables and reporting
 Provide a detailed description of how the management for the requested
goods/services/works will be implemented in regard to the TOR
2.3 Environment-related approach to the service/work required
 Please provide a detailed description of the methodology for how the organization/firm will
achieve the Terms of Reference of the project, keeping in mind the appropriateness to local
conditions and project environment.
Section 3.0: Resource Plan, Key Personnel
3.1 Composition of the team proposed to perform TOR, and the work tasks (including
supervisory)
Describe the availability of resources in terms of personnel and facilities required for the TOR.
Describe the structure of the proposed team/personnel, and the work tasks (including
supervisory) which would be assigned to each. An organigram illustrating the office location
(city and country), reporting lines, together with a description of such organization of the team
structure, should be submitted.
3.2 Profile on Gender Equality
 Proposer is strongly encouraged to include information regarding the percentage of
women: (1) employed in the Proposer’s organization, (2) in executive and senior positions,
and (3) shareholders. While this will not be a factor of evaluation, UN Women is collecting
this data for statistical purposes in support of its mandate to promote gender equality and
women’s empowerment.
 Proposers are also invited to: (1) become a signatory to the Women Empowerment
Principles (if more than 10 employees) http://weprinciples.org/Site/PrincipleOverview ; or
(2) sign the Voluntary Agreement to Promote Gender Equality and Women’s Empowerment
(if less than 10 employees). Good practices of gender-responsive companies can be found
here: http://weprinciples.org/Site/CompaniesLeadingTheWay/
Provide Curriculum vitae of the proposed personnel that will be involved either full time or
part time.
Highlight the relevant academic qualifications, specialized trainings and pertinent work
experience.
Substitution of key personnel shall only be permitted in accordance with section 2.4 of the
General Conditions of Contract.
Please use the format below, with each CV no more than THREE pages in length.
Sample CV template:
Name:
Position for this Assignment:
Nationality:
Language Skills:
Educational
and
other
Qualifications
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Employment Record: [Insert details of as many other appropriate records as necessary]
From [Year]:
To [Year]:
Employer:
Positions held:
Relevant Experience (From most recent; Among the assignments in which the staff has been
involved, indicate the following information for those assignments that best illustrate staff
capability to handle the tasks listed under the TOR) [Insert details of as many other appropriate
assignments as necessary]
Period: From - To
Name
of Job Title, main project features, and
project/organization:
Activities undertaken

References
3)

(minimum (Name/Title/Organization/Contact Information – Phone; Email)
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ANNEX V
FORMAT OF FINANCIAL PROPOSAL
The financial proposal must be prepared as a separate PDF file from the rest of the RFP response
as indicated in Clause 3.4.1 of the Instruction to Proposers. The components comprising the total
price must provide sufficient detail to allow UN Women to determine compliance of proposal
with requirements as per TOR of this RFP. The proposer shall include a complete breakdown of
the cost elements associated with each line item and those costs associated with any proposed
subcontract/sub-awards (separate breakdown) for the duration of the contract. Provide separate
figures for each functional grouping or category.
Estimates for cost-reimbursable items, if any, such as travel, and out-of-pocket expenses should
be listed separately.
In case of an equipment component to the service provided, the financial proposal should include
figures for both purchase and lease/rent options. UN Women reserves the option to either
lease/rent or purchase outright the equipment through the contractor.
In addition, the financial proposal must include, but not necessarily be limited to, the following
documents:
1. A summary of the price in words and figures
i.

Price breakdown: The price must cover all the services to be provided and must itemize
the following:
a. An all-inclusive fee rate per working day for each expert to be assigned to the team.
The fee rate must include remuneration of each expert, all administrative costs of
employing the expert and the margin covering the proposer’s overhead and backstopping
facilities.
b. An all-inclusive daily subsistence allowance (DSA) rate (otherwise known as a “per diem
rate”) for every day in which the experts shall be in the field for purposes of the
assignment.
c. An all-inclusive amount for necessary international travel and related expenses by the
most appropriate means of transport and the most direct economy class practicable
route. The breakdown shall indicate the number of round trips per team member.
d. An all-inclusive amount for local travel, if applicable.
e. If applicable, other costs required for purposes of the assignment not covered in the
foregoing or beneath paragraphs such as communication, printing and dispatching of
reports to be produced during the assignment, rental and freight of any instruments or
equipment required to be provided by the proposer for the purposes of the services,
office accommodation, investigations, surveys, etc.
f. Summary of total cost for the services proposed.
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ii.

Schedule of payments: Proposed schedule of payment might be expressed by the
proposer, and payment will be made by UN Women in the currency of the proposal. The
payment schedule must be linked to the delivery of the outputs specified in your technical
component.

In case two (2) proposals are evaluated and found to be equal in terms of technical competency
and price, UN Women will award contract to the company that is either women-owned or has
women in the majority in support of UN Women’s core mandate. In the case that both companies
are women-owned or have women in the majority, UN Women will request best and final offer
from both proposers and shall make a final comparison of the competing proposers.
A.

Cost Breakdown per Deliverables
Deliverables

1

Plan and methodology developed to support
capacities of MoHSP for the wide information
and promotion of social enterprises in 3 target
municipalities: Tirana, Shkodra, Korca;

A communication plan specific to the project’s
visibility
User-friendly manuals developed, produced
and distributed on social enterprise start-up
practices, registration criteria and related
scoring, existing practices in the country and
abroad.
2 Information Brochures and PR materials
printed and distributed to stakeholders. (the
contractor will replicate and use some of the
already produced related materials by UN
Women on Social Enterprises)
3 wide awareness raising activities organized in
three target municipalities to address social re3 integration, social inclusion and gender
equality through the promotion of social
enterprises.
6 A final report on the activities conducted

Price
Percentage of (Lump
Total Price
Sum, All
Inclusive)

Estimated
Delivery
time/time
period
(if
applicable)

End of
Week 2

End of
Week 8

End of
Week 15
End of Week
16
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Total
VAT charges if applicable
Total Budget

100%

ALL

Cost Breakdown by Resources
The proposers are requested to provide the cost breakdown for the above given prices for each
deliverable based on the following format. UN Women shall use the cost breakdown in order to
assess value for money as well as the calculation of price in the event that both parties agreed to
add new deliverables to the scope of services.
Name of Offeror:
Price Schedule:
Project: RFP-ALB-2018-01-02 “Information and knowledge sharing on enterprise start-up at national
level as an innovative approach to address exclusion of vulnerable women and girls”
Unit (e.g.
hour, day, Number of Price
per Total price in
piece)
units
unit
ALL
A. PERSONNEL
Project Team Leader
0
PR and Communication Expert
0
Others (Please specify, if any)
0
A: SUBTOTAL
0
B. DELIVERABLES AND KEY ACTIVITIES
B.1: Plan and Methodology to Support MoHSP capacities for the wide information and promotion of
social enterprises in 3 target municipalities: Tirana, Shkodra, Korca
Experts
0
Meetings
0
Transportation costs
0
Supplies
0
Others (Please specify, if any)
0
Sub-total B.1
0
B.2: Develop a manual and produce information brochures and PR material
B.4.1: User- Friendly Manual on Social Enterprise Start-Up Practices and Registration Criteria
Printing costs
0
Supplies
0
Design costs
0
Others (Please specify, if any)
0
Sub-total B.4.1
0
B.3: Information Brochures and PR material printed and distributed to stakeholders.
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Design Costs
0
Supplies
0
Printing costs
0
Others (Please specify, if any)
0
Sub-total B.4.2
0
B.5: 3 wide awareness raising activities organized in three target municipalities to address social reintegration, social inclusion and gender equality through the promotion of social enterprises.
Hall rent
0
Translation costs
0
Printing Costs
0
Communication Costs- Photographer
0
Visibility-website Info graphs
Transportation Costs
0
Others (Please specify, if any)
0
Sub-total B.5
0
B.6 Final Report on the Activities Conducted
Printing Costs
Sub-total B.6

0

SUBTOTAL B
0
VAT CHARGES
0
A+B = TOTAL
0
[Note: This spreadsheet should be accompanied by a short narrative summary that explains the
figures supplied and that adds any relevant information that has been used to make the
calculations.]
Signature of Financial Proposal
The Financial Proposal should be authorized and signed as follows:
"Duly authorized to sign the Proposal for and on behalf of
____________________________
(Name of Organization)
____________________________
Signature/Stamp of Entity/Date
Name of representative: ____________________________
Address: ____________________________
____________________________
Telephone: ____________________________
Email: ____________________________
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ANNEX VI
PROPOSAL SUBMISSION FORM
[The proposer shall fill in this form in accordance with the instructions indicated. No alterations
to its format shall be permitted and no substitutions shall be accepted.]
To: UN Women Country Office in Albania
Date: [insert date of Proposal Submission]
Address: “Skënderbej” Street, Bld. 8, Ap. 29, 30 and 31
Tirana, Albania
(2nd floor above “Fondi Besa” at Blloku I Ambasadave)
Tel: +355 4 4502555 / 4507575
We, the undersigned, declare that:
(a) We have examined and have no reservations to the Proposal Solicitation Documents;
(b) We offer to supply in conformity with the Proposal Solicitation Documents the following [Title
of goods/services/works] and undertake, if our proposal is accepted, to commence and
complete delivery of all services specified in the contract within the time frame stipulated.
(c) We ensure any due diligence regarding the legal review and ability to be compliant to all contract
terms and conditions has been undertaken prior to the submission of our offer. Submission of
this offer is confirmation of accepting a UN WOMEN contract included herein.
(d) We offer to supply for the sum as may be ascertained in accordance with the Financial
Proposal submitted in accordance with the instructions under the Proposal Instruction Sheet;
(e) Our proposal shall be valid for a period of [___] days from the date fixed for opening of
proposals in the Request for Proposal, and it shall remain binding upon us and may be
accepted at any time before the expiration of that period;
(f) If our proposal is accepted, we commit to obtain a performance security with the instructions
under the Proposal Instruction Sheet;
(g) We, including any subcontractors or suppliers for any part of the contract, have nationality
from countries________ [insert the nationality of the proposer, including that of all parties
that comprise the proposer]
(h) We have no conflict of interest in accordance with Clause 1.2 (Eligible Proposers) of the RFP
Instructions to Proposers;
(i) Our firm, its affiliates or subsidiaries—including any subcontractors or suppliers for any part
of the contract—has not been declared ineligible by UN Women, in accordance with Clause
1.2 (Eligible Proposers) of the RFP Instructions to Proposers;
(j) We understand that you are not bound to accept the lowest evaluated proposal or any other
proposal that you may receive.
Signed: _______________ [insert signature of person whose name and capacity are shown]
In the capacity of _______ [insert legal capacity of person signing this form]
Name: ____________ [insert complete name of person signing the Proposal Submission Form]
Duly authorized to sign the proposal for and on behalf of: _____ [insert complete name of
proposer]
Dated on ____________ day of __________________, _______ [insert date of signing]
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ANNEX VII
VOLUNTARY AGREEMENT
Voluntary Agreement to Promote Gender Equality and Women’s Empowerment
Between
(Name of the Contractor)
And
The United Nations Entity for Gender Equality and the Empowerment of Women
The United Nations Entity for Gender Equality and the Empowerment of Women, a composite
entity of the United Nations established by the United Nations General Assembly by its resolution
64/289 of 2 July 2010 (hereinafter referred to as “UN Women”) strongly encourages (Name of
the Contractor) (hereinafter referred to as the “Contractor”) to partake in achieving the following
objectives:
☐ Acknowledge values & principles of gender equality and women’s empowerment;
☐ Provide information and statistical data (that relates to policies and initiatives that promote
gender equality and women empowerment), upon request;
☐ Participate in dialogue with UN Women to promote gender equality and women’s
empowerment in their location, industry and organization;
☐ Establish high-level corporate leadership for gender equality;
☐ Treat women and men fairly at work and respect and support human rights and nondiscrimination;
☐ Ensure health, safety and wellbeing of all women and men workers;
☐ Promote education, training and professional development for women;
☐ Implement enterprise development, supply chain and marketing practices that empower
women;
☐ Promote equality through community initiatives and advocacy;
☐ Measure and publicly report on progress to achieve gender equality.
On behalf of the contractor:
Name: ________________________________, Title: __________________________
Address: ______________________________________________________________
Signature: _______________________ Date: ________________________
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ANNEX VIII
PROPOSED MODEL FORM OF CONTRACT

[Note to Proposers]
UN Women forms of contracts and General Conditions can be accessed at:
http://www.unwomen.org/en/about-us/procurement/contracttemplates-and-general-conditions-of-contract
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ANNEX IX
JOINT VENTURE/CONSORTIUM/ASSOCIATION INFORMATION FORM
(to be completed and returned with your technical proposal)
JV / Consortium/ Association Information
Name of leading partner (with authority to [insert name, address, telephone/fax or cell
bind the JV, Consortium/Association during number, and the e-mail address]
the Bidding process and, in the event a
Contract is awarded, during contract
execution)
[insert JV’s Party legal name] {Attach original
copy
of
document
of
JV’s Party Legal Name:
incorporation/registration of the JV, in
accordance with Clause 3 (Eligible Bidders)
[insert JV’s Party country of registration]
JV’s Party Country of Registration:
JV’s Party Year of Registration:

[insert JV’s Part year of registration]

JV’s Party Legal Address in Country of [insert JV’s Party legal address in country of
Registration:
registration]
Consortium/Association’s names of each partner/authorized representative and contact
information
Name of partner: _____________________
Address: _____________________
Phone Number(s): _____________________
Email Address(es): _____________________

Name of partner: _____________________
Address: _____________________
Phone Number(s): _____________________
Email Address(es): _____________________

Name of partner: _____________________
Address: _____________________
Phone Number(s): _____________________
Email Address(es): _____________________

Name of partner: _____________________
Address: _____________________
Phone Number(s): _____________________
Email Address(es): _____________________
Attached are copies of original documents of:
[check the box(es) of the attached original
documents]
 Articles of Incorporation or Registration of
firm named in 2, above, in accordance with
Clause 3 (Eligible Bidders).
 JV Agreement, or letter of intent to enter
into such an Agreement, signed by the legally
authorized signatories of all the parties

Consortium/Association Agreement
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Signatures of all partners/authorized representatives:
We hereby confirm that if the contract is awarded, all parties of the Joint Venture, or
Consortium/Association shall be jointly and severally liable to UN Women for the fulfillment of
the provisions of the Contract.
Name of partner: _____________________

Name of partner: _____________________

Signature: ___________________________

Signature: ___________________________

Date: ______________________________

Date: ______________________________

Name of partner: _____________________

Name of partner: _____________________

Signature: ___________________________

Signature: ___________________________

Date: ______________________________

Date: ______________________________
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ANNEX XI
SUBMISSION CHECKLIST
For submissions by courier mail/hand delivery:
Outer envelope containing the following forms:
 Proposal Submission Form
 Joint Venture Form (if a joint venture)
 Voluntary Agreement to Promote GE & WE (Voluntary)
First inner envelope containing:
 Technical Proposal
Second inner envelope containing:
 Financial Proposal
Please check-off to confirm the below:
MODEL FORM OF CONTRACT HAS BEEN READ AND UNDERSTOOD
THE GENERAL CONDITIONS OF THE CONTRACT HAVE BEEN READ,
UNDERSTOOD, DULY REVIEWED BY AN LEGAL ENTITY FOR MY
ORGANIZATION’S ABILITY TO COMPLY AND ACCEPT ALL TERMS.
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